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Introduction
The use of model systems t o extend our understanding of structure-activity relationships (SAR) has
a long history originating with Meyer and Overton in
the last century. Independently, they suggested the use
of oil-water partition coefficients to model the paritioning of simple neutral organic compounds into nerve
tissues and thus provided a mechanism for the study
of narcotic action. A great advance was made by
Hammett' about 1935 when he formulated a, from the
ionization constants of benzoic acids, to account for the
electronic effect of substituents on organic reaction rates
and equilibrium constants. Following this line of
thinking, Taft2 defined E , for the steric effects of substituents, and Pauling and Pressman3 proposed molar
refractivity (MR) for the correlation of dispersion forces
of substituents in biochemical reactions. Leffler and
Grunwald have provided a scholarly generalization of
this approach to the study of organic reaction mechanisms.l
In the early sixties the octanol-water hydrophobic
parameters were f ~ r m u l a t e d and
, ~ this provided the
missing link for attacking biomedical SAR in quantitative terms (QSAR).6 Fortuitously, large computers
were becoming generally available, and the stage was
set to use the linear combination of numerical parameters in a statistical assault on biological SAR problems
that had remained largely intractable.
Another less abstract line of model building which
might be said to have come into its own with Pauling7
and the Pauling-Corey models, and achieved a spectacular success with Watson and Crick,8is the building
of solid 3-dimensional models as an aid in understanding structure-function relationships. The major
advance for model building of macromolecules is realtime interactive stereo computer graphicsag The recent
addition of color and dot surface representationI0J'
opens the possibility for combining two different model
systems to serve as independent checks in the study of
the SAR of biochemical reactions when the X-ray
crystallographic structure of the bioreceptor is known.
The statistical correlation equations are based on enzymic kinetic parameters from reactions occurring in
solution, while the molecular graphics models are based
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on information obtained from the macromolecule in the
crystalline state. Nevertheless, in the past few years,
we have found good qualitative agreement between
models derived from the two vastly different systems.
Since its initiation6 QSAR has grown rapidly so that
thousands of equations have been published (see ref 12
for examples), and it has been widely used in the study
and design of bioactive compound^.'^ Although a large
variety of parameters are now employed in QSAR
studies,I4this account will be limited to a discussion of
u, MR, and the hydrophobic parameters log P and T
from the octanol-water system, in the study of enzyme-ligand reactions.
The Hammett u constant is defined as: a = log K,
- log KH, where KH is the ionization constant of benzoic
acid in water and K, is that of a substituted benzoic
acid. A positive sign with a indicates electron withdrawal by the substituent. The hydrophobic parameter
?r is defined analogously using the octanol-water partition coefficient P T = log P, - log PH,where PHis
the partition coefficient for benzene and P, is that for
a substituted benzene. Molar refractivity is defined as
MR = ((n2- l ) / ( n 2 + l)(MW/d) where n is the index
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of refraction, MW is molecular weight and d is density.
Since n does not vary much for most organic compounds MR is primarily a measure of volume.
In the phenomenological statistical approach of
QSAR, one needs to categorize an enzyme surface as
simply as possible. The greater the number of categories the greater the number of probe compounds
(substrates or inhibitors) one needs to establish their
significance. In correlation analysis it is generally accepted that one needs five well spread data points, as
a minimum, for each term in an equation. Thus one
is caught in the dilemma of either attempting to use too
few parameters and getting an oversimplified picture
or using so many parameters that it becomes impractical to synthesize and test compounds to justify them.
To data we have found that hydrophobic parameters
from the MR and octanol-water system give a rough
characterization of the polar and hydrophobic patches
of a protein surface.15 In our first efforts to correlate
QSAR-defined surface with X-ray crystallographically
defined surface via graphics we colored hydrophobic
space red (for carbon) and hydrophilic space blue for
nitrogen and oxygen surfaces. We have now found that
an intermediate type of surface, coded yellow in this
report, appears to correlate with MR. The intermediate
surfaces C,, C2 in histidine, C in C=O, and C located
within 3 A of the e N H 2of lysine or C in the guanidine
group of arginine. From the partitioning of model
compounds it is concluded that these carbon atoms are
not typically hydrophobi~.'~j>~
Attaching carbon to
electron withdrawing groups reduces its hydrophobic
character.16
There still remains much confusion about the role of
van der Waals forces (including steric as well as dispersion attraction effects) and hydrophobic forces in
enzymic interactions with organic compounds. Recently, experimental work by Pashley et al.,17 has shown
that hydrophobic forces are 10 to 100 times stronger
than the van der Waals forces that would operate in the
absence of any surface-induced structure in water. The
magnitude of the attractive interaction is a function of
the degree of hydrophobicity of the surface. Thus it
seems reasonable that log P (or R ) and MR parameters
might serve to diagnose pure hydrophobic surfaces and
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Chart I
View I. Wire model in blue with
4-hexyloxycarbonylsulfanilamide bound to carbonic anhydrase.
Dotted line shows potential for hydrogen bonding between
carbonyl of ester and N H of Gly-92. Note slightly concave,
uniform red (hydrophobic) surface where alkyl group is
approximately 50% desolvated.
View 11. 4-Hexylpyrazole (with green van der Waals surface)
binding in deep pocket in alcohol dehydrogenase. Blue wire
model in background is NAD. Note very close fit of hexyl
chain to surface.
View 111. Side view of alcohol dehydrogenase with
4-hexylpyrazole showing tight fit of alkyl chain to surface.
Front side of the pocket is essentially all red and has been
deleted. A water molecule in purple on the same scale shows
that desolvation would have to be complete for the hexyl
group to fit into the cavity.
View IV. Shows green wire model of V with X = C1. Yellow
dotted line shows hydrogen bonding between ester carbonyl
and OH of Ser-195. Note that the C1 falls on yellow space
defined by the disulfide bridge between Cys-42 and Cys-48.

ination of surfaces of intermediate character remains
to be seen.
Naturally, not just any solvent will serve to define
hydrophobicity,1s but as eq 1 shows, octanol does realog 1 / C = 0.75 log P + 2.30
(1)
n = 42
r = 0.960
s = 0.159
sonably well in correlating the protein binding of organic substance^.'^ In this expression, C is the molar
concentration of organic compound producing a 1:l
molar complex with bovine serum albumin. Equation
1 is based on 42(n) neutral compounds including 20
phenols, 6 anilines, bulky compounds such as neopentyl
alcohol, camphorquinone,and hydroxyadamantane, and
compounds with little hydrogen bonding ability: nitrobenzene, naphthalene. The correlation coefficient
is represented by r, and s is the standard deviation.
In our approach, electronic effects of substituents are
those modeled by u where u and R (or log P ) are independent variables (orthogonal), and when MR is also
orthogonal, it represents steric bulk and van der Waals
type forces. Hence, in using this approach care must
be taken to see that collinearity among variables is
minimized .

Carbonic Anhydrides Inhibition by
Sulfonamides
Carbonic anhydrase catalyzes the hydration of C 0 2
to H2C03 and is an important enzyme in medicinal
chemistry as well as biochemistry.20 Equation 2 has
log K = 1 . 5 5 ~+ 0.64 log P - 2.0711 - 3.2812 + 6.94
(2)
n = 29
r = 0.991
s = 0.204
been derived from the binding constants ( K ) of sulwith human carbonic
fonamides I (X-C6H4-S02NH2)
anhydrase.I5' The indicator variable Il takes the value
of 1 for meta substituents (0 for all others) and I 2 is
assigned 1 for ortho substituents. All ortho and meta
substituents were of the type COOR where R is limited
to normal alkyl groups. From the negative coefficients
of I, and I2 it was assumed that they accounted for
(18) Smith, R. N.; Hansch, C.; Ames, M. M. J.Pharm. Sci. 1975,64,
599.
(19) Helmer, F.; Kiehs, K.; Hansch, C. Biochemistry 1968, 7, 2858.
(20) Ann. N . Y. Acad. Sci. 1984, 429, 1-640.
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unfavorable contacts of the carboxylate group after
which the rest of the R group shows the normal hydrophobic interaction characterized by 0.64 log P. The
positive coefficient with u shows that electron withdrawal by X favors binding. This makes good sense
since there is evidence that it is the ionized form of
S02NH2that binds to the positively charged Zn atom
in carbonic anhydrase; electron withdrawal would favor
ionization.
After the derivation of eq 2, construction of the
computer
graphics
model
of
4-CH3(CH2)50COC6H,S02NH2(blue wire model in View I,
Figure 1) bound to carbonic anhydrase confirmed our
expectations. Most striking was the large red surface
(without any blue or yellow dots to signify nonhydrophobic area) upon which the alkyl chain falls. This
model, as well as all of the others in this account, was
constructed from the X-ray coordinates of a similar
inhibitor (in this case a sulfonamide) bound to the enzyme which fixes the position of I except for X. Hydrogen atoms are not shown in the protein but their
own van der Waals radii are taken into account in
constructing the surface. The surface is the “solventaccessible”surface and is defined by causing a spherical
probe of 1.4 A to move over the atoms of the protein
and place a dot at each contact point of the sphere with
the van der Waals surface of the protein. A smoothed
out surface results in which the interstices too small to
accept the probe are eliminated.
T o actually see the beautiful red hydrophobic region
in view I demanded by eq 2, after so many years of
wondering what real meaning our QSAR parameters
had a t the molecular level, was to experience an enormous sigh of relief. Those of us who work in the impossibly complex area of biological SAR know all too
well what Einstein meant in his jingle:
A thought that sometimes makes me hazy:
Am I-or are the others crazy?
View I shows the ligand in the form of a blue wire
model where deep in the pocket the S02NH2binds to
Zn. The yellow dotted line shows the possibility for
hydrogen bonding between Gln-92 (NE2) and the carbonyl of an ester or an amide in the para position of the
sulfonamide; the fact that such carbonyl moieties are
well fit without any correction for hydrogen bonding
indicates it not to be a significant factor.
Assuming the hydrophobic effect to be equivalent to
the free energy of desolvation of one side of the alkyl
chain and of the equivalent amount of protein surface
one might expect this to be roughly equivalent to the
amount of water involved in the hydrophobic hydration
of the alkyl chain. This would be about the amount of
water contact removed from the alkyl group in partitioning into octanol. Hence, if octanol were the
“perfect” model one might expect a coefficient of 1 with
log P in eq 2. In fact, it is about half that figure. We
have found coefficients with log P or x near 0.5 in other
instances where a more or less flat hydrophobic protein
surface is involved, which would imply that the 0.5
coefficient may be a marker of such intera~tions.l~~,g
Study of the graphics model shows that the meta
carboxylate groups suffers a poor contact with Leu-198,
and the ortho carboxylate moiety is sterically hindered
by Pro-201 which nicely accounts for I , and I , in eq 2.
Despite these initial bad contacts the R groups bind to
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a hydrophobic surface with the same free energy
change/CH, as para substituent^.'^'

Inhibition of Alcohol Dehydrogenase
Alcohol dehydrogenaie (ADH) is an NAD dependent
system that mediates the interconversion of alcohols
and aldehydes. QSAR for inhibitors have been obtained
in terms of their inhibition constants (Ki)as follows:151
Pyrazole (11) Inhibition of Rat Liver ADH
X

h

N-NH

I1

log 1/Ki = 1.22 log P - 1.80um,t, + 4.87

n = 14
r = 0.985
s = 0.316
Pyrazole Inhibition of Human Liver ADH
log 1/Ki = 0.87 log P - 2.06~,,,, + 4.60
n = 13
r = 0.977
s = 0.303
Pyrazole Inhibition of Horse Liver ADH
log 1/Ki = 0.96 log P + 5.70

(3)

(4)

(5)

n =5
r = 0.990
s = 0.207
Inhibition of Horse Liver ADH by Amides I11
XCGHdCH2CONH2 (111)

log 1/Ki = 0.89 log P

+ 3.56

(6)

n = 11
r = 0.960
s = 0.197
Inhibition of Horse Liver ADH by Amides IV
XCH2CONH2 (IV)
log 1/Ki = 0.98 log P - 0.83~*+ 3.69
(7)
n = 14
r = 0.937
s = 0.280
The common feature of the above equations is that
the coefficient with log P is near 1. On the basis of eq
2 we might be led to expect that complete desolvation
of X in hydrophobic space is occurring on binding to
ADH, assuming, as usual, that binding as modeled by
log P is straight forward with no subtle compensation
processes occurring.21 Equation 5 is the best guide in
this respect since it is based on examples were X represents only normal alkyl groups (hence no electronic
term is needed). In a number of instances it was found
that branched groups are not well fitted depending on
their distance from the functional
In eq 3, 4, and 7 the negative coefficients with the
electronic terms show that electron release to the attaching functional group increases binding strength.
The Hammett constants in eq 3 and 4 are for the meta
position. This is in line with expectations for the
electron pair on pyrazole nitrogen orthogonal to the pi
electron system to be involved in the attachment to Zn.
No electronic term occurs in eq 6, in part because of the
insulating effect of the CH, moiety, but also because
a rather small range in u constants was studied. In eq
7, Taft’s u* parameter for aliphatic substituents has
been employed. Since it appears to be the lone-pair
electrons on N in I1 and the electrons of carbonyl oxygens in I11 and IV which play a crucial role in the
binding to Zn, it is found, as expected, that electron
(21) Lumary, R.;Rajender, S.Biopolymers 1970, 9, 1125.
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release by X increases the affinity of the inhibitors.
Since the data for the above five equations comes from
three different laboratories, on three different types of
compounds, interacting with ADH from three different
sources, the results offer convincing evidence that we
can build reliable mathematical SAR models via substituent constants and regression analysis.
Stereoviews I1 and 111, constructed from the X-ray
crystallographic coordinates of ternary ADHpyrazole-NAD complex, show the wire model of 4hexylpyrazole. The end on view I1 reveals how tightly
circumscribed the fit of the hexyl moiety is in the hydrophobic hole. (Note the close fit of the green van der
Waals surface of the ligand to the red hybrophobic
surface of the enzyme). In the side view I11 on the right
of the picture the pyrazole N is shown binding to Zn
and in blue is the NAD cofactor. The side of the hydrophobic cave nearest to the viewer has been removed
for clarity so that red dots visible are only those on the
back side of the pocket. The fit is tight for the length
of the cavity although at some points some branching
can be t01erated.l~' On the top in view I11 is a water
molecule in purple with its van der Waals surface on
the same scale as the active site. Clearly there is no
room for such a large substance in the active site along
with the pyrazole so that desolvation of the ligand on
entering the cavity must be complete.

Inhibition of Trypsin by Amidines15j
A recent study of amidine inhibition of the hydrolase,
trypsin, yielded eq 8 for inhibitors V.

V

log 1/Ki = - 1 . 4 0 ~+ 0.47MR4 + 2.59
(8)
n = 21
r = 0.915
s = 0.322
The negative coefficient with u shows that electron
release by X favors inhibition (binding). No dependency of inhibition on the hydrophobic properties of
X could be found, but MR4 is a significant parameter
which accounts for about 20% of the variance in log
1/K+ Correlation with MR rather than T suggests that
binding is occurring on a polar- or intermediate-type
enzyme surface. Meta substituents are not parameterized by either MR or T ; their only effect is electronic,
correlated via u. Therefore it was assumed that meta
substituents do not contact the enzyme.
View IV, shows the wire model of V with X = C1. A
dotted yellow line from the carbonyl group of the ester
linkage to the OH of Ser-195 indicates the possibility
for hydrogen bonding between these two moieties. This
would account for the negative coefficient with the u
term in eq 8. That is, the higher the electron density
on the carbonyl oxygen, the better it would bind to the
H of the serine OH. The distance between the two as
they are seen in view IV is 2.7 A. The phenyl portion
of the ester is twisted 44' out of coplanarity with the
naphthyl ring, and this allows the phenyl group to make
better contact with the hydrophobic surface behind it
and provides a better hydrogen bonding distance (2.7
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A). In view IV it is clear that there is not space for meta
substituents to fit between the ring and the enzyme
surface. Rotation of the phenyl ring 180' can place
meta substituents in two, possibly different, types of
space. In the present example, meta substituents must
be held away from the enzyme surface; this explains the
need to set MR for meta substituents to 0.1, the value
of H.
A most interesting feature of view IV is that small
substituents are seen to fall onto the yellow surface of
the disulfide bridge between cysteines 42 and 58. Thus
it appears that binding to the intermediate type of
enzyme surface (-S-S-) may correlate better with MR
than with T . The forces involved would be dispersion
with the possibility of some weak hydrophobic contribution.

Hydrolysis of Ester VI and VI1 by Papain
The cysteine hydrolase, papain, is an extensively
studied enzyme whose X-ray crystallographic structure
has been well defined (1.65 A resolution). For the hydrolysis of esters VI and VI1 the QSAR 9 and 10 have
been derived in terms of their Michaelis constants (&).
Hydrolysis of XC6H40COCH2NHCOC6H5
(VI) by
Papain15a
log l / K m = 1 . 0 3 ~ ;+ 0 . 5 7 ~+ 0.61MR4 + 3.80
(9)
n = 25
r = 0.907
s = 0.208
Hydrolysis of XC6H40COCH,SO2CH3(VII) by Papain15e
log K , = 0.61~;+ 0.55u + 0.46MR4 + 2.00
(10)
n = 32
r = 0.945
s = 0.178
In eq 9 and 10, T ; refers only to the more hydrophobic
of the two meta substituents. For example, in the derivation of these equations, if X = 3-OH (T = -0.67),
then the T value used is that for H (0). For the 3 3 dichloro congener the .R value for only one C1 is used.
Empirically it was found that only by this procedure
could a good equation be formulated. The thought that
evolved from this result was that only one meta substituent at a time can contact hydrophobic space on the
enzyme; the other meta substituent is, preforce, placed
in aqueous space. The MR4 term applies only to the
4-substituents, and it cannot be replaced by T ; hence
it was assumed that 4-substituents contact polar space.
The positive coefficient with MR suggests that the
larger the X-4 the better the binding in the ES complex.
The positive coefficient with u shows that electron
withdrawal by X makes for better binding, no doubt
facilitating the tetrahedral complex formation with SH
of cys-25.
Since congeners VI are not very soluble, which limits
the use of large hydrophobic X, congeners VI1 were
studied to develop eq 9. This QSAR was a surprise to
us since we had expected to find a coefficient of about
1with T ; as in eq 9. View V (Figure 2) shows how this
problem can be rationalized. The phenoxy end of VI
is shown with two meta chloro substituents with their
attendant van der Waals surface. The purple chloro
group is placed in a shallow hydrophobic pocket, better
visualized in an earlier
where the small substituents upon which Eq 9 is based are essentially
completely desolvated. Rotation of the green phenoxy
ring directs the chloro group toward a large hydrophobic
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Figure 1. Stereoviews I-IV. See Chart I for stereoview description.
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Figure 2. Stereoviews V-VIII. See Chart I1 for stereoview description.

plane. A different view of this site has previously been
p ~ b 1 i s h e d . l ~In~ each of these positions the second

chloro group projects away from the enzyme surface
which accounts for a i being set to zero for small hy-
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Chart I1
View V. Two end-on views of 2-C1CsH40COCH2NHCOC6HS
bound to papain V. The C1 with the purple surface is rotated
so as to bind in a shallow pocket (see ref 15a for alternative
view). The C1 with the green surface is rotated to bind on the
edge of large hydrophobic plane to the right. (See ref 15e for
view of 3-oxymethylene-2’-naphthyl
binding to this surface).
The glutamine side-chain in the foreground is cut away.
View VI. Side view of 4-ClC6H40COCH2NHCOC6H4bound to
papain as in View V. Green surface of the amide of the
Gln-142 side chain. This is presumed to account for the MR4
term in eq 9.
View VII. L. casei DHFR with triazine VI11 where X, the
m-CH20C5H6group, is shown in two possible binding modes.
On the right side in purple is a water molecule with a van der
Waals surface on the same scale. Note that substituents in
meta or para positions of yellow substituent would not contact
the enzyme.
View VIII. Meta-substituted phenyltriazine binding in the active
site of chicken DHFR. T h e phenyl in the substituent falls
between the two hydrophobic residues Tyr-31 and Ile-60.
Substituents in the meta and para positions of this phenyl
group do not contact the enzyme surface.

drophilic groups. The large hydrophobic plane on the
right side of the picture can easily accommodate substituents as large as 3-OCH2C6H4-4’-C1or 3-oxymethylene-2’-naphthy1.15e
However, on the hydrophobic
plane only one side of the substituent would be desolvated which would account for the lower coefficient with
x i in eq 10.
The question is, why does one type of binding occur
in eq 9 and another in eq lo? An explanation must lie
in the nature of the two different amide moieties
NHCOC6H5 ( R = 0.49) and NHS02CH3 ( R = -1.18).
The hydrophobic cleft into which these fit must
somewhat repel one and attract the other. Thus the
NHS02CH3may not bind so deeply and for some reason this may favor rotation about the oxygen-phenyl
bond to place substituents on the hydrophobic plane.
View VI is a profile of the 4-chloro substituent on the
phenoxy moiety showing how it is directed toward the
surface of the amide group of the Gln-142 residue. It
is this flexible surface unit (-CH2CH2CONH2)which
we believe accounts for the MR4 terms in eq 8 and 9 and
similar terms in the QSAR of actinidin,15gficin, bromelain B and bromelain D.22 In the case of actinidin
the amino unit of Lys-145 corresponds to the amide of
Gln-142 in papain. In view VI the two surfaces do not
make direct contact; however, we believe that since the
amide group (or e N H 2 of Lys in the case of actinidin)
would be strongly hydrogen bonded to water, its effective size would be larger than that shown in view VI.
The positive steric effect of Gln-142 (modeled by MR4)
would appear to be the result of a buttressing action
on the substrate which helps to hold it in place in the
ES complex. Evidence is accumulating to show that
small changes in the placement of reactive groups or
factors which increase their time of contact can have
huge effects on the rate of organic reactions.23
In our earlier graphics models of p a ~ a i n , l the
~~,~
carbon atom of the ester group of the substrate was
shown in the sp2 state which may be unlikely for the
ES complex. Although it makes only a slight difference
in how the phenoxy substituents contact the enzyme,
(22) Carotti, A,; Raguseo, C.; Hansch, C. Chem.-Biol. Interact. 1985,

--.(23) Menger, F. M. Acc. Chem. Res. 1985, 18, 128.
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(24) Carotti, A.; Casinii, G.; Hansch, C. J. Med. Chem. 1984, 27, 1427.
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Table I

Pn
0.56
0.55
0.57
0.62
0.74
0.70
0.68
0.50
0.42

enzyme
papain
papain
ficin
ficin
actinidin
bromelain B
bromelain D
subtilisin
chymotrypsin

congener
VI
VI1
VI
VI1
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

ref
15a
15e
24
22
15g
22
22
15n
150

O0.59 av.

in the models in this report the ester carbon is in the
tetrahedral state bonded to S of Cys-25.
The coefficients with ( p ) in eq 9 and 10 are in close
agreement after correction has been made for the MR
and R effect of the substituents which are the result of
quite different sets of substituents. The p value for the
uncatalyzed hydrolysis of VI in buffer at the same pH
(6) is much larger, 1.91, showing that the enzyme takes
over much of the job from the substituents of cleaving
the phenoxy moiety. This statement can be made since
kcat for congener VI and VI1 is essentially ~ 0 n s t a n t . l ~ ~
The following values for p have been obtained from our
QSAR for the action of various hydrolases on VI and
VII.

Inhibition of Dihydrofolate Reductase (DHFR)
by Triazines VI11
An enormous amount of study has been devoted to
the inhibition of dihydrofolate reducase (DHFR) since
the enzyme is essential for the synthesis of DNA and

I;hx

N’

VI11

since two inhibitors, methotrexate and trimethoprim,
are valuable drugs in cancer and antibacterial chemotherapy re~pective1y.l~~
Equation 11 correlates15d the inhibition of DHFR
for x . In
from L. casei cells using the bilinear
log i p i = 0.83~; - o.gi(p x ioR; + 1) +
0.711 + 4.60 (11)

n = 38

r = 0.961

s = 0.244

r0 = 2.69

this model inhibitor potency increases linearly with
slope of 0.83 R’ until the point of r0 where a second
linear relationship sets in with slope of 0.83 - 0.91 =
-0.08. Thus the right side of the bilinear curve has a
slope of essentially 0 showing that there is no significant
hydrophobic effect beyond certain size substituents (xo).
For all of the usual substituents the normal x value is
used, but for substituents of the type 3-CH2ZC6H4Y(Z
= 0, NH, S, Se) Y had essentially no effect on Ki, which
suggested that Y did not contact the enzyme. Therefore
x for Y was set equal to zero.
In eq 11,1is an indicator variable which is given the
value of 1 for all substituents containing the
-CH2ZC6H4- moiety and 0 for all other substituents.
This structural feature increases activity beyond that
projected by x alone by a factor of about 5. Why this
(25) Kubinyi, H.; Kehrhahan, 0. H. Arzneim.-Forsch, 1978, 28, 598.
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effect occurs is not clear. The disposable parameter p
is estimated by an iterative procedure since the least
squares method cannot be used for nonlinear equations. 25
In view VI1 is displayed the active site of L. casei
DHFR containing triazines VI11 with two possible
binding modes for a meta CH20C6H5group. We favor
binding as shown by the yellow group since neither
hydrophilic nor hydrophobic meta or para substituents
in the second ring have much affect on log l/Ki. The
coefficient with a of near 1 (0.83) is indicative of complete desolvation of X, and indeed it is difficult to see
how a water molecule could do more than contact the
edge of the outer yellow phenyl group. Uniformly hydrophobic substituents of a > a. have essentially no
effect on log l / K i as shown by -0.08 slope of the right
side of the bilinear model. However this rough parameterization of lengthy groups will not work for substituents of the type CH2Z(CH2),$H3 where Z is large
and hydrophilic and n is large enough so that the substituent projects beyond the enzyme surface. Nor will
it do for substituents of the type -(CH2),Z where n is
large enough so that a very hydrophilic Z projects beyond the enzyme. Ideally what is needed are atomic
hydrophobic parameters. While these are available for
simple substituents such as -0-, -NH-, C1, etc., it is
not obvious how complex substituents such as -CONH2,
S02NH2,NHCONH2, etc. can be broken into atomic
contributions.

Inhibition of Enzymes in Vivo
One of the important unanswered questions in biochemistry is do enzymes in vivo behave like purified
enzymes in dilute buffer solution? Beece et a1.26have
shown that the viscosity of the solution affects the
structure of enzymes and the way ligands react with
them. This being so, one would expect enzymes in vivo
to behave differently from those in buffer solution.
Equation 12 correlates the action (C = molar concentration of triazine producing 50% inhibition of
growth) of triazines on wild type L. casei cells.27
log 1/C = 0.837; - 1.06 log(@ X 1 0 ~ ; )+ 1)0.94MRY+ 0.801 = 4.37 (12)

n = 34

r = 0.929

s = 0.371

a
. = 2.94

With the exception of the standard deviation and the
term in MR, the parameters of eq 11 and 1 2 are very
similar indicating similarity of action in vivo and in
vitro. The higher standard deviation of the in vivo
equation suggests small differences, probably steric,
which could be the result of a more tightly constrained
enzyme in vivo which could inhibit access of some inhibitors relative to others.% The MR,term is the molar
refractivity of Y (scaled by 0.1) and is primarily a
measure of its bulk. No parameterization was found
for Y in the in vitro equation nor was it expected on the
basis of the molecular modeling. Hence it was a great
surprise to find the negative MR term which is hard to
interpret other than as a steric effect. This effect may
(26) Beece, D.: Eisenstein, L.; Frauenfelder, H.; Good, G.; Marden, M.;
Reinish, L.; Reynolds, A. H.; Sorensen, L. B.; Yue, K . T.Biochemistry
1980,19, 5147.
(27) Coats, E. A.; Genther, C. S.; Dietrich, S. W.; Guo, Z. R.; Hansch,
C. J. Med. Chem. 1981,24, 1422.
(28) Selassie, D.; Strong,C. D.; Hansch, C.; Delcamp, T. H.; Freisheim,
T. J.; Khwaja, T. A. Cancer Res. 1986, 46, 744.
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be from within the DHFR molecule and result from a
different conformation of part of the enzyme in vivo,
or as seems more likely, it results from contact with a
nearby macromolecule. To our knowledge this is the
first instance where a quite specific difference is found
for the way an enzyme reacts in vitro and in vivo.
Equation 13 correalatesZ7the effect of triazines on L.
casei cells which are lo8 times more resistant to the
antifolate methotrexate than the sensitive cells of eq
12. This is a much different QSAR than that for the
log 1/C = 0 . 4 2 ~ ;+ 1.091 - 0.48MRY+ 3.37

(13)

n = 38
r = 0.965
s = 0.259
sensitive cells or the isolated DHFR. It was not possible
to put a firm value on a. but it is estimated to be near
6. That is, a linear increase in potency follows a linear
increase in a over 1000 times the range of that of the
sensitive cells. The coefficient with the a term is about
half that of eq 11 and a for the whole substituents X
yields a slightly better correlation than a’.
What appears to account for the difference in the
hydrophobic terms in eq 13 compared with eq 12 is that
the normal active transport system in sensitive cells is
severely impaired in the resistant cells.28 Hence, the
triazines must enter via passive diffusion. Cells which
do not have an active transport system turn out to
contain a 0.5 a term and those with an active transport
system have a coefficient with a near
Those cells with a transport protein might be expected to have a more complex QSAR since it would
be determined by reaction with DHFR and reaction
with transport protein. The similarity of eq 11 for
isolated DHFR and eq 12 for sensitive cells suggests
that the receptor of the transport protein must look
much like the DHFR receptor or else it makes very little
structural demand on the antifolates it accepts. In fact,
one wonders if a slightly modified DHFR molecule
could be employed as the transport protein.
One thought that occurs from eq 12 is that the MR,
term might be the result of some steric effect in the
transport protein, but since this same term occurs in
eq 13 where the transport system is greatly impaired
this seems unlikely.
Comparison of the activity of triazines VI11 with
cancer DHFR, (L1210 leukemia) L1210 cells sensitive
and resistant to methotrexate yields the following three
equations.28
Inhibition of Purified DHFR from L1210 Leukemia
by Triazines
log 1/Ki =
0 . 9 8 ~ ;- 1.14 log (0X 1 0 ~ +
; 1) + 0 . 7 9 ~+ 6.12 (14)
l.28329

n = 58

r = 0.900

s = 0.264

a. = 1.76

Inhibition of L1210 Cells Sensitive to Methotrexate
by Triazines
log 1/C = 1 . 1 3 ~ ;- 1.20 log (p X loa; + 1) +
0 . 9 4 ~+ 0.661, - 0.3210~
+ 6.72 (15)

n = 61

r = 0.890

s = 0.241

a. = 1.45

Inhibition of L1210 Cells Resistant to Methotrexate
by Triazines
(29) Coats, E. A.; Genther, C. S.; Selassie, C. D.; Strong, C. D.; Hansch,
C. J. Med. Chem. 1985, 28, 1910.
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log 1/C = 0 . 4 2 ~ ;- 0.15MR + 4.83
n = 62
r = 0.941
s = 0.220
K~

-

(16)
6

Assuming that inhibition of growth by the triazines is
due simply to inhibition of DHFR as in the case of L.
casei, one can compare eq 14 and 15. The bilinear role
of the hydrophobic effect is very much the same as is
the electronic role for a in vitro and in vivo. The new
indicator parameter IRis assigned the value of 1 for
3-alkyl groups which were all assigned a .R. value of 0 in
eq 14. While there are great similarities between in
vitro and in vivo actives of the triazines, there are also
distinct differences. However, eq 16 is radically different from eq 14 and 15. The parameter ?r, could only
be estimated as about 6, similar to that for eq 13. The
small MR term refers to all of X including Y and hence
is not comparable to MRYof eq 12 and 13. We suspect
that the major reason for the differences between eq 15
and 16 is that active transport is important for the
sensitive cells but not for the resistant cells.
Since we do not have the X-ray coordinates of L1210
DHFR we cannot relate the results directly to a
graphics model. However, eq 14 can be compared with
eq 17 for chicken DHFR where we have a graphics
model.'" The parameters of eq 14 and 17 are about as
close as one can expect for this type of work showing
that DHFR from the two sources are very similar indeed.
Inhibition of Chicken Liver DHFR by Triazines VIII
log 1/Ki =
1 . 0 1 ~ 3- 1.16 log ( p X 10x3 + 1) + 0 . 8 6 ~+ 6.33 (17)
n = 59
r = 0.906
s = 0.267
r0 = 1.89
This equation differs somewhat from that for L. casei;
there is no I term and an electronic term in a appears.
The triazines are much more potent inhibitors of vertebrate enzymes than bacterial enzyme (compare in-
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tercepts). The coefficient of 1with ..;suggests complete
desolvation of X in the huge hydrophobic cavity shown
in view VIII. Substituents in the meta and para positions of the outer phenyl ring have little effect on log
l / K i and hence, as one can see, would not make effective contact with the enzyme. The same coefficient of
1also appears to occur. The same coefficient of 1 with
7r3 also occurs in QSAR for DHFR from human, bovine,
rat, L5178Y leukemia, and L1210 leukemia
Comparing equations and their coefficients obtained
via this phenomenological approach is not without
difficulties. Collinearity or multiple collinearity among
variables, say in one equation but not in another, can
produce noncomparable results. Compensation in
which one variable cancels another is an insidious
problem which has long concerned those working with
free energy relationships.21 The more variables the
more serious the problem. Still we are optimistic that
our approach can be used to gain new insight into biological structure-activity relationships and QSAR can
be used to develop coded 3-D working models of receptor sites of unknown structure for drug research.30
T h e graphics models of the enzyme active sites were built over
t h e p a s t few years w i t h help f r o m m a n y of our colleagues, especially: J . M . Blaney, M . L. Connolly, T. E. Ferrin, C. Huang,
and J. McClarin. W e are all deeply indebted to Professor Robert
Langridge without whose vision, perserverance, and hard work
we would not have a powerful high-performance molecular
graphics system. W e are also indebted to m a n y of our colleagues
sited i n ref 15 who played important roles i n t h e formulation
of t h e mathematical models. Our research was supported by
N S F g r a n t DMB-8518169 (C.H.) and N I H grant R.R. 1081 (R.L.)
and b y a n R. Nelson Smith faculty grant f r o m the Seaver Science
Research Fund of Pomona College (C.H.).
(30) Klein, T. E.; Huang, C.; Ferrin, T. E.; Langridge, R.; Hansch, C.
In Artificial Intelligence Applications in Chemistry; Priece, T . H.,
Hohne, B. A., Eds.; ACS Symposium Series 306; American Chemical
Society: Washington, DC, 1986; p 147.

